
PLEaSE TaKE a SEaT

www.flipnsit.ie

    



1kg/2.20lbs to hold the seat down in horizontal position 
- automatically rises up in a gentle swing motion, folds 
back up without snapping and locks into place.

Parameters 

- Basic individual seater measurements fol-
low the safety and comfort requirements
of an average built individual.

- Children safety approved by testing.

- For additional SigShees measurements see
our product chart.

5 Types of Attachment

SigShees can be doweled or cemented in place, 
either above or under the ground, also as a mobile
version.

Base Plates

3 shape possibilities for bolting
above the ground

Standing Strong - yet movable 

581mm
(22.87 inch)

405mm
(15.94 inch)

1000 mm 
(39.37 inch)

540 mm
(21.26 inch)

390 mm
(15.35 inch)

all you do is, flip and sit.
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What is flipn’sit?
flipn’sit are seating units that flip both ways with an area for announcement of events 
or information, on the seats. 

flipn’sit is owned by 2 Partners, who run advertising and design agencies in KIldare, 
have jointly, been in the industry for over 22 years. We hold the rights for sole distribution in 
Ireland. We are proud to bring these seats here to Ireland.

The extra benefits:

•	 They take up very little space (one third of space compared to benches).

•	 They are incredibly robust and modern in design.

•	 We deliver to each school with easy instructions for installation, they have small drill 
holes of 10cm dept. 

• Tested for child safety, TUV certified, and are already in high use throughout Europe.

Overview of our offer to Schools
What we are offering schools: 

•	 Multiple units (each unit has 3 seats). 
Purchase of each unit - delivered to School: €1,800* 
For a limited time we can take payment over 3 installments within 
12months. Including deposit of: €800*. T&C applies, which we will provide.  

*all quotes ex vat 

about the units
The materials used for the maintenance-free flipn’sit units are proven to be unbeatable 
in any weather and resistant to natural damage. They offer corrosion protection and 
durability. Strong rotary joints are made of die-cast aluminium aISiMg7.

Revenue Stream
Use seats for general information within your schools. However if interested schools 
can also sell the announcemend areas as advertising space, expected sale price to 
advertiser per unit (which is 6 ads) is €150pm ex vat - including print. We normally book 
for 6 month periods. We can advise on printing and templates. Or simply use your units 
for general announcements for your school.

Seating, that pays for itself



Modern seating and holding solutions.
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